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Gold, set off by an 
electric-blue print,  
dazzles in the condo’s 
dining room.
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Gold Coast high-rise is a walk on the vibrant side

By Lisa skoLnik | Photos by tony berardi & sally Good / Photofields 

When Ligita Dienhart wrote a book about power lunching in 1984, 
little did she realize it would lead to a new life of power living—
complete with several places to call home. Then a Chicago public 
relations executive who headed her own firm, Dienhart embarked 
on a national tour to promote her book. In Miami, London real 
estate mogul Hashu Gidoomal saw her picture on a promotional 
poster, walked into her lecture, and invited her to dinner.

A global romance ensued. Two years later—“after a 
lot of international calls and trips,” he notes—Gidoomal 
moved to Chicago. They married and began their 
lives together in her Gold Coast apartment.

Eventually, they acquired residences in Jackson Hole, Wyoming; 
Galena; and Bal Harbor, Florida; but they always returned 
to that original two-bedroom apartment when they were in 
town. When they decided to make the city their home base 
four years ago, they realized they needed more space. Since 
they saw nothing they liked better than their current building, 
they bought a three-bedroom unit on a higher floor. 

Moving in was another matter. “We wanted this place to reflect 
all of our aspects,” says Ligita—a tall order, given the couple’s exotic 
backgrounds and eclectic possessions dispersed throughout their 
other homes. She was born in Latvia, moved to the United States 
when she was 8 years old, studied ballet, and earned a degree in 
philosophy from Northwestern University. He was born in India, 
raised in Nairobi, schooled in London, and worked in Hong Kong, 
London, and Toronto before moving to Chicago. Each was worldly 
and acquisitive individually; together, their varied proclivities 
and the stash of treasures they had collected in their travels over 
the years threatened to overwhelm the decorative process.

They hired Chicago interior designer Michael Richman to help 
them sort things out and revamp the apartment, which needed to be 
altered and updated to suit their needs. Structurally, they wanted to 
create separate master bathrooms and dressing areas, turn a bedroom 
into a library, and change access points in the living and dining rooms 
to improve flow. Cosmetically, the place was rife with “fixtures and 

Color 
Confection
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trims that were impossibly heavy and ornate” and 
sported “glitzy black granite and gaudy patterned 
wallpaper everywhere you looked,” reports Richman.

In probing the couple about their wants, the 
designer discovered that they weren’t wedded to 
any particular style. In fact, each of their homes 
was very different from the others. But they were 
adamant about their love of color. “Neither of us 
enjoy that monochromatic contemporary look 
you see all over the place,” observes Ligita. 

Ironically, Richman is a master of the tone-on-
tone approach and questioned the couple closely to 
get ideas on how to handle the color issue. “Ligita 
kept showing me pictures of red libraries. They 
were very Diana Vreeland, but I wasn’t getting a 
sense of her from them,” he admits. Hashu saw his 
frustration, went to Ligita’s well-stocked closet, 
and started pulling things he thought exemplified 
their style. Out came pieces by Christian Lacroix, 
Yves Saint Laurent, and Gianni Versace, and 
shoes by Manolo Blahnik and Jimmy Choo.

“It was all vibrant and stylish, but also elegant 
and restrained. I was able to see that she likes 

things that are glamorous, but not over the top,” 
says Richman. Ligita points out her wardrobe also 
represents Hashu’s eye: “He loves to shop and has 
wonderful taste. He helps me pick out everything.”

Richman took his cues from that show-and-tell 
session, anchoring each room with a palette of 
muted but definitive hues, and layering on color 
and pattern to bring each space to life. Cream wall-
to-wall carpeting with a tight sisal weave was used 
throughout all the public spaces for unity’s sake. 

In the living room, pistachio walls make the 
ideal backdrop for hits of rich cinnabar in a large 
Persian rug and regal gilt-trimmed console. Cream 
upholstered pieces in mostly Neoclassic styles are 
livened up with a pair of slipper chairs covered in 
an eye-catching zebra pattern. To take advantage of 
the living room’s long, trapezoidal footprint, which 
could have posed a decorative dilemma, Richman 
created a main seating area in the center of the room 
and used a daybed to anchor the corner that jutted 
out asymmetrically. He paired it with a table and 
chair on its other side to forge a separate, window-
side seating area with a view. Asian antiques that 
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oPPosite PaGe a pair of zebra-print 
slipper chairs gives pizzazz to the living 
room. this PaGe the library’s deep 
crimson was the starting point for the 
rich hues throughout the home. 
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remind Hashu of his roots and of the time he spent 
living in Hong Kong also pepper the room.

The couple’s penchant for color is also played out 
in the dining room, which sports dazzling gold-leaf 
walls offset with an electric blue-tinted photograph. 
The library is swathed in the exact shade of deep 
crimson that Ligita requested from the start. The 
bedroom, however, demonstrates the most adept 
use of hue in the home. “I started with cream and 
lime green, but Ligita kept pushing me to bring in 
more colors. Eventually it spilled over into pattern 
too,” admits Richman, who found a simple striped 
silk for the draperies, a densely patterned calico-
inspired tapestry to upholster the bed frame, 
and a trellis-patterned floral for the bedclothes. 
Despite the hours he spent worrying about the 
results, the room has a cohesive charm that pays 
homage to Hashu’s Indian ancestry and belies 
Richman’s tentative start on this particular space. 

But nowhere is Ligita’s penchant for glamour 
more evident than in her master bathroom—a true 
confection with its wild, leopard and paisley print 
wallpaper, chic Lucite and leather make-up chair, 
frothy perfume bottles and pink towels. It’s not 

hard to see why she calls this space her favorite in 
the apartment, with its suite-like arrangement of 
separate bathing, dressing, and storage areas, as 
well as an upper-floor view overlooking the city. 

In retrospect, the decorating process packed a few 
surprises for everyone involved. The Gidoomals, 
who had plenty of furniture they could have used 
from their former apartment and other homes, 
found that they ended up buying everything anew 
because “our taste had changed. We got older, wiser, 
and more polished,” explains Hashu, who points 
out that they unexpectedly replaced their African 
art, chrome furniture and leather sofas with Asian 
art and pieces with a more stately demeanor.

At the same time, Richman admits the 
job has unexpectedly made a lasting impact 
on his work. “I seem to be using color more 
often, and even have become something of 
an expert when it comes to coming up with 
interesting combinations,” he quips. 

Lisa skoLnik is a ChiCago writer speCiaLizing in arChiteC-
ture and interior design.

For More inForMAtion on resourCes FeAtured in tHis story, pleAse turn to 
pAGe 95.

oPPosite PaGe a feast 
of color and pattern, the 
master bedroom cunningly 
layers florals, tapestries, and 
stripes. this PaGe ligita 
Gidoomal pronounces this 
wild and wonderful space 
her favorite in the apartment.


